OFFICE MEMO

In suppression of all the Office Memos relating to "Revised Criteria For Determining Eligibility for Short listing of working candidates over the above short listed candidates(on merit) for the post of Assistant Professor", the Vice-Chancellor has approved the revised criteria as under:

1. The candidate must be teaching against the sanctioned post as advertised / in the same Department/ any other Department in AMU and has same requisite qualifications as advertised / as Guest Teacher/ Temporary/ Contractual Teacher. This will be restricted to not more than 50% of candidates shortlisted on merit.

2. Candidate must have teaching experience of minimum 24 months in preceding last three continuous sessions including the current session (summer and winter vacations to be counted) and must be teaching in the current academic session in AMU.

3. Permanent Faculty member of the University, its Colleges and Centres (except Schools) selected through GSC and desirous of switching post will also be considered.

4. School teachers will be considered on merit basis if they meet the shortlisting criteria.

All are requested to adhere to the orders while scrutinizing/short listing the working candidates

[Signature]
Joint Registrar
(Selection Committees)

Copy to:
1. All Deans of the Faculties
2. All Principals of the Colleges/ Polytechnics
3. All Chairman/Head of the Department of Studies
4. Directorate of Schools
5. J.R. (Councils)
6. A.R. to Vice-Chancellor/Pro-Vice-Chancellor
7. Sr. P.A. to Registrar

[Signature]
Joint Registrar
(Selection Committees)